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At Chesterton Customseal we produce high-performance elastomeric
polymer seals designed for use in a wide range of hydraulic, pneumatic
and rotary equipment.
The solutions we offer range from a vast collection of standardised
polymeric seals to customised solutions designed for specific
applications, to always provide you with an optimal final product.
Our fully integrated state-of-the-art production facility relies on
advanced computer-controlled equipment, combined with flexible
tools and semifinished material.
We offer a wide selection of proven designs and a wide range of highperformance materials with the capabilities of providing same-day
shipping.
The real strength of Chesterton Customseal stems from the depth
of industry knowledge, quality of the skills and experience that our
technical-leading team has. This experience triggers our ability to
implement economic and innovative solutions, always in support of a
professional and transparent service.
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A.W. Chesterton Company and Customseal
Chesterton Customseal is a joint venture between A.W. Chesterton
Company and Customseal Australia.
For over 135 years, Chesterton® has been recognised as a leading
international manufacturer of industrial fluid sealing systems and
industrial process industry applications.
Customseal Australia has been operating for over 15 years now.
Customseal has built an incredible reputation over the years and
serviced the hydraulic and pneumatic needs for many clients across
numerous industries throughout the Asia Pacific Region.
Chesterton Customseal provides our clients with innovative
solutions in high-performance seals. Our professionalism and highly
engineered capabilities guarantee our clientele world-class products
and support.
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Chesterton Customseal’s vision is to be your most reliable partner, providing the
most efficient and customised, hands-on services and high-performance vanguard
products.
Chesterton Customseal is your partner. Our goal is to provide products that boost
your performance, increase your reliability, efficiency and compliance using the best
materials in the market and ad-hoc engineering solutions.
Our value is delivered through our customer-specific industry service, technical
expertise and production capabilities to produce top quality seals.
We achieve your goals through well-established global support, expertise in
targeted industries and smart technology applications.
Chesterton Customseal’s high-performance and innovative product offerings
provide you with substantial short and long-term measurable cost savings and
improved profitability.

Sustainability and Innovation
Chesterton Customseal designs industrial products and provides services to the
highest level of safety, environmental controls, and standards to help you to meet
your goals for an environmentally sustainable future.We provide products and
services that boost the reliable processing of materials and improve compliance
with industry regulations.

Certifications
Our manufacturing and quality processes are independently audited by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). We are certified ISO 9001:2015
which covers the Quality Management System for the manufacturing of seals and
seal kits for hydraulic, pneumatic, rotary and static applications. We continuously
focus on improving your customer experience to deliver the best service and
products.
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Mining

Oil and Gas

Your core business is mining. Our core business

Chesterton Customseal has been providing

is ensuring that our equipment

value-driven hydraulic/pneumatic sealing

delivers peak performance to maximise your

solutions to industrial valves manufacturer

productivity. With this in mind and

around Australia and the Asia Pacific Region,

in conjunction with your goals, we develop

producing innovative seals to improve

customised solutions to enhance your

valves efficiency and delivering leak-free

operation and give you certainty, performance

sealing.

and value.

Our high-performance seals/components,

We provide a complete range of polymer seals,

manufactured using Chesterton exclusive

support functions, and training ensure to

materials, can significantly extend mean

always provide you with the best product and

time between repairs (MTBR), lower overall

service in the market.

equipment costs, and improve operational

We focus on “customer first” and strive to always

performance.

deliver on time and on budget.

Our flexible manufacturing capabilities - for

Chesterton Customseal’s industry-proven

both moulded and machined products -

sealing solutions deliver high value by

enable us to provide virtually any design,

extending the hours of your operation between

any material, and any seal size with short

maintenance intervals of your equipment and

lead times.

increasing overall asset life.

With cutting-edge technology, we

We provide sealing solutions as well as

develop and produce innovative, safe and

replacement kits for refurbished equipment.

sustainable solutions, to always provide you

Chesterton Customseal is your partner,

with world-class products.

our engineered customised solutions and
programs are built towards your goals. We
support increasing service life and strengthen
your performance, to always exceed your
expectations on partnership and productivity.
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Food and Beverage

Pharmaceutical

Operating food and beverage

Chesterton Customseal has an array of solutions for

processing equipment has its

pharmaceutical equipment that includes presses,

challenges.Chesterton Customseal

cylinders and valve/control units to offer unique,

delivers extensive knowledge of sanitary

proven designs and highly durable, innovative

and non-sanitary sealing applications.

materials for exceptional performance. Our wide

We provide a comprehensive collection

variety of elastomeric seals provide longer service

of sealing to boost the efficiency and

life, greater reliability, and improved performance.

long-term reliability of your food
processing equipment.
We offer innovative technologies to

Chemical

increase your machinery service life

Our highly experienced team at Chesterton

with less process interruption. Our goal

Customseal delivers proven, state-of-the-art sealing

is to have your equipment running to

solutions for stationary equipment. Your plant can

maximum productivity and operating

benefit from our range of high performance sealing

efficiency, at minimum costs.

systems available for an array of chemical processing
applications. Innovation is a significant attribute for

Steel
The steel industry requires highperformance products to meet
continuous challenges and competitive
demands. Chesterton Cutsomseal’s
expertise and experience in the steel
manufacturing environment results
in solutions that address long-term
reliability and reduce costs and
resources. Chesterton Customseal is
a proven partner in the steel industry,
providing engineered polymeric seals
to exceed performance in severe
applications and high temperature.

us, we continuously seek to improve in everything
we do to achieve your goals. Our sealing product
offerings are engineered to enhance your safety,
improve plant performance and overall productivity.

Hydropower
Chesterton Customseal can increase equipment
performance and reliability with unparalleled
sealing technologies in the industry. Our seal design
and advanced polymer materials keep oil in the
turbine hub and keep debris out for exceptional
performance. Our sealing solutions provide
extension of service life, higher reliability and
improved performance.
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Our products
Chesterton Customseal’s reputation has been built on providing custom solutions,
designed to meet your desired performance and budget targets.
We can also offer hundreds of standard computerised profiles for both hydraulic and
pneumatic sealing applications, a range of raw materials imported from around the
globe and most importantly speed of service unrivalled in the industry.
We are specialised in:
•

Hydraulic seals

•

Rotational seals

•

Spring energized seals

World-class material
Chesterton Customseal stocks a broad range of raw materials stretching from
the patented Chesterton polymer materials to everyday plastics and rubbers.
Servicing a variety of industries gives Chesterton Customseal access to just
about anything in addition to manufacturing customised seals for unique
solutions.
All MSDS and applicable certifications are available on request.
We utilise a global range of state-of-art polymer, elastomer and plastic
materials to provide both standard and more challenging customised solutions.
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Our services
We provide you with reliable products and superior service to ensure the best possible
customer experience. We are always committed to ensuring that we support your
business in meeting your goals safely, reliably, and with an aim towards continuous
improvement.
Our skilled team can support your sealing requirements, including:
•

Ad-hoc seal kit development

•

Cost-cutting hybrid solutions

•

Reverse engineering

•

Made to measure from millimetres to metres

•

Prototype design

•

Engineering-to-engineering advice and solutions for aftermarket and OEM’s

•

Ad-hoc polymer seals training and global supported Chesterton training

Our team is your go-to to solve your most challenging sealing hurdles.
We provide solutions to help you to thrive in your everyday business, to improve your
equipment’s reliability, performance and economy.
We have the answer to your challenges across a wide range of applications: actuators,
valves, pumps, accumulators, presses, gearboxes, rotary shaft seals, mixers, rollers,
instrumentation, compressors, swivel joints, robotics, machining tools and more.
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S P E C I A L I S E D
D I S T R I B U T O R O F S K F
M A C H I N E D S E A L S

Extensive expertise and experience enable a greater ability to
serve our customers nationwide by providing proven, highperformance sealing solutions.
By increasing our footprint, expanding our presence in the East
Coast of Australia, and our team of extremely knowledgeable and
experienced technical experts, we are positioned to offer faster
service and broad coverage. We listen to your needs and enjoy
tackling the most complex challenges, providing customised sealing
solutions across Australia.
As a specialised distributor of SKF machined seals, Chesterton
Customseal now has access to an even greater array of premium
materials allowing us to deliver high quality hydraulic, pneumatic,
rotary and customised sealing solutions, across a broad range of
applications and industries.
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T R A I N I N G T H AT
I N C R E A S E S
P R O D U C T I V I T Y

Chesterton® training at Chesterton Customseal premises
Chesterton Customseal’s state-of-the-art Perth training center is a hub of hands-on,
customized training programs that are tailored to meet individual plant needs.
Plant managers, engineers, technicians, and local specialists attend and benefit from
Chesterton’s comprehensive training programs.
Our programs are designed to maximize content absorption and retention by
leveraging the power of learning-by-doing built into our highly interactive courses.
Our learning programs focus on rotary, stationary, and fluid power equipment
reliability solutions.
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T H R O U G H O U R
D I S T R I B U T O R S

Chesterton Customseal is specialised in elastomeric polymer seals. We offer our full
range of seals directly or through our distribution channel partners.
Standard Chesterton® products portfolio include Mechanical Seals, Packing, Gaskets,
Industrial Lubricants, MRO products, ARC Industrial Coating and are offered only
through our distribution partners, strategically located to support the Asia Pacific
market.
Through our distributors’ network, we work with companies across all major industries
to help you achieve higher levels of equipment reliability, efficiency, and compliance.
We increase the overall competitiveness of our customers by helping to solve realworld equipment and process issues to reduce their costs and increase their profit
margins.
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Contact your local Sales Representative to discuss your specific requirements.
Our team is located all around Australia to support your business needs.

Chesterton Customseal Perth Head Office
95 Excellence Drive, Wangara
WA 6065 Australia
(08) 9302 7800

Chesterton Customseal Sydney
Specialised distributor of SKF machined seals
U21, 317-321 Woodpark Road, Smithfield
NSW 2164 Australia
(02) 9222 4443
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